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Hydropower generation management and flash flood forecasting are most relevant socio-economic

activities, heavily dependent on reliable and timely available knowledge of precipitation estimates.

Weather radars are a natural choice –proper account taken of the measurement limitations –for providing

measurements at high spatiotemporal resolution to obtain the required rainfall information. 

 

Southern Brazil is a region where more than 35% of national hydropower energy is generated, depending

directly on precipitation distribution, and water availability and storm events lead to flood inundations

reaching proportions of natural disasters. In the State of Parana, two S-band Doppler radars have been

deployed, one single-polarization radar, TXS (Teixeira Soares), back in 1998, and one dual-polarization

radar CAS, installed in Cascavel in 2015, covering most of the State and adjacent areas. 

 

Several studies have been carried out based on data from these radars. One emblematic example is the

work on improvement of the use of TXS for monitoring and predicting floods in the Iguacu River basin, a

large catchment (70,820 km2); another is the use of CAS on hydrological modeling of the Marrecas River

catchment, a small watershed (335 km2) where occasional inundations from major floods occur. In

general, precipitation estimates have been generated using different ZR and polarimetric relationships,

both from the literature and locally adjusted. 

 

The present work is the first phase of a broader study focusing QPE in the area covered by both radars

and deals with the parameterization of PMM relationships by assuming R and Z fit in a standard

probability distribution, and optimization of polarimetric algorithms from the literature based on local

data. The parameterization of ZR relationships is effected following previous work developed abroad.

Work in this phase is concentrated on CAS data, which includes polarimetric variables. 

 

Precipitation climatology in the area shows that, in most of CAS umbrella, rainfall homogeneity prevails.

Thus, substantial space stratification of the relationships is not expected. The log-normality of R and Z was

verified with distrometer data located 3 km from CAS, and for 18 rain gages at different ranges within 140

km from CAS. For the distrometer at CAS, linearity in the QQ plot extended from about 0.5 - 1.0 mm/h to

100 mm/h for R, and from about -5 - -2 dBZ to 47-50 dBZ. R and Z data used to derive the ZR

relationships were from both CAS and the distrometer near the radar site. The following ZR relationships

were derived: 

 

a) with R and Z data from the distrometer, no threshold imposed and conventional regression, 

 

b) same as in a) but with Z data from CAS, 

 

c) same as in b) but with thresholds R > 0 and Z = 3 dBZ and PMM technique 

 

d) same as in c) but with thresholds of R = 1.2 mm/h and Z = 21 dBZ. 
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Radar data at the distrometer position was averaged over (3x3) and (11x11) radar cells. The averaging did

not result in significantly different curves. For the curves with no truncation, the ZR distrometric curve was

clearly separated from those for the radar; when thresholds were applied, there was almost no

stratification. 

 

A conditional probability match approach, to take into account threshold effects typically present in the

analysis, is now being implemented. R and Z data were fitted to a modified three-parameter log-normal

distribution, i.e., m = -0.92, sigma = 1.499 and R = 1.2 mm/h for R, and m = 0.33, sigma=2.43 and Z = 21

dBZ for Z. In the first indication on this approach, conventional regression provided a multiplicative

coefficient (A) of about 63 and an exponent (b) of 1.6. With an object function (OF), an A = 53 and b = 1.6

were obtained. 

 

Ongoing work focuses on the derivation of the PMM parameterized relations. Following, optimization of

the thresholds to minimize model errors will be realized. Next phase in the context of the QPE project is

the adjustment of polarimetric relations with CAS data.
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